Please rate each category below on a scale of 1 to 5. 1=novice, 5=expert=

1. Technical content
   o Engineering design
     ▪ Practical workability of poster concept Rating _______
     ▪ Economic feasibility of poster concept Rating _______
     ▪ Societal desirability of poster concept Rating _______
   o Novelty or innovativeness of poster concept Rating _______
   o Rational, clear hypothesis supporting poster concept Rating _______
   o Scope (balance of technical detail and relevant published data) Rating _______
   o Impact (potential benefit to the community, society or humanity) Rating _______

2. Visual appeal
   o Readability
     ▪ Correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, use of capitals Rating _______
     ▪ Accessible, understandable, and enjoyable to read Rating _______
   o Quality of graphics and poster layout
     ▪ High definition, good sizing of graphics, good use of color Rating _______
     ▪ Appealing images, good flow of information Rating _______

3. Communication of presenter
   o Audience Engagement (eye contact, emotive, compelling) Rating _______
   o Audience Adaptation (adjusts style and content as needed) Rating _______
   o Conversational style (interactive, ease, enjoyable) Rating _______
   o Knowledge of poster concept subject matter Rating _______

4. Other feedback: Rating _______

   Overall Score Rating _______
   (of 80 max)

Thank you for participating as a poster presenter at IBEC 2019!